
The Pursuit of Net-Zero Goals: How RNG and
Hydrogen are Being Used
More than half of state governments in the US have set carbon reduction or net-zero
targets for 2050. As part of this effort, many of EN’s clients have established carbon
reducing programs to pursue their net-zero goals, and the strategy includes the use of
renewable natural gas (RNG) and hydrogen.

According to the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, there are
four main strategies for achieving the net-zero goal--generating electricity without
emissions, using vehicles and equipment powered by electricity instead of fossil fuels,
using energy more efficiently, and removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere...

Read More

MEET OUR PEOPLE
Jim Francis

Jim Francis, who recently joined EN as
vice president of SMS consulting, may be
an engineer, but what he does is build
relationships first, and then he focuses on
the challenges. Because of that, getting
to know who people are, and not just
what they do, is a key part of the way he
works, and it doesn’t take long for others
to respond with a smile and shift away
from getting right down to business…at
least for a few minutes....

Read More

Getting to Know Kevin
Hartig and ESC
Engineering, a Q&A
Session

EN has partnered with ESC Engineering
following its acquisition in early
December. Kevin Hartig, president of
ESC, sat down with us for a few minutes
to share his thoughts about this exciting
new partnership within the EN group of
companies...

Read More

The EN Automation Panel Shop 
Did you know that EN Automation has an in-house UL 508A listed panel fabrication
facility? Centrally located in Houston, Texas, our panel shop works directly with clients and
collaborates with our automation engineers to offer seamless services for projects of any
size. With over 10 years of panel design and fabrication experience, our team of experts is
equipped to provide turnkey, fully customizable solutions, and high-volume panel
production. We have a dedicated procurement specialist onsite who leverages our
nationwide relationships with distributors and partnerships with industry-leading platforms
to procure equipment and materials. Our comprehensive services include drafting, cabinet
design, testing, inspections, fabrication, and onsite support and commissioning. The EN
Automation Panel Shop is committed to providing exceptional quality and service through
our proven processes and dedication to client satisfaction.

Contact us today to learn more about our panel shop services: info@enengineering.com
or (630) 353-4000.

Number 22 in 2022!
EN Engineering is excited to announce our
place among the 2022 System Integrator
Giants, as promoted by Control
Engineering Magazine. The list of SI Giants
is ranked based on system integration
revenue and is a testament to our EN
Automation group as they continue to grow
and excel while providing clients with
expert solutions.
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